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The Student Chapter has been under the guidance of our professors: Dr. Abhijit.R.Joshi, CSI
branch counselor and Prof. Neepa Shah, CSI faculty advisory. They have encouraged the
CSI committee in every way possible and left no page unturned. Every workshop and
seminar was overlooked efficiently by our IT Department Faculty and we are grateful to
them for their co-operation. The year wouldn’t have been successful without our ever so
hardworking professors.
D.J.S.C.O.E.'s CSI (Computer Society of India) for 2013 had been efficiently led by the CSI
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The committee started off with its work in the month of January itself, with a
seminar conducted by the KiC education on 15th Jan 2013, a leading institution which
coaches students to ace their GRE/GMAT/CAT. The seminar gave a brief but informative
session which helped the students choose between MS and MBA. A successful membership
drive was conducted by CSI committee.
An Industrial Visit to ABB Industries, Nasik was organized on the 21st of January.
ABB is a leader in power and automation technologies that enable utility and industry
customers to improve performance while lowering environmental impact. The trip was a
very information experience and a great learning opportunity.
A Finance seminar by “GettingYouRich” was also conducted on 13th March 2013.
The seminar was to widen our financial and entrepreneurship skills. Since students will be
making a transition as professionals in the corporate world, a brief introduction as to how to
handle our financial assets and to generate a profitable personal budget was explained in
detail.
An introductory seminar on Sixth Sense Technologies was conducted on 13th Feb
2013, which gave a brief introduction of Matlab Programming, Gesture Recognition,
Image Processing, Efficient Techniques to control your computer as also showed some demo
about the same.

Another one of the workshops was conducted on 23rd February 2013; the CSI team
introduced a new theme fun-learning - “Security Day”. Our goal was to spread awareness to
students about various viruses, malwares and Trojans which may harm our systems. The
workshop was conducted by Mr. Milin Nitin Shah, owner of Ace Aspire Technologies, who
taught the students about Data Recovery, Phishing, Google Hacking, SQL injection and a lot
more.
One of the most successful events of the year was the Google GDG DevFest W. This
workshop was a two day workshop held on the 9th and 10th of February 2013, was conducted
by
Google professionals; Google Developer Group Mumbai. GDG Mumbai is an open
and
non-profit developers group that aims to learn, share and know more about Google
technologies. They trained the students who had come from various college from all over
the city. The workshop, which was conducted on the eve of International Women’s Day, not
only gave detailed knowledge about Python Coding, Android App Making and a brief
insight on Google App Development but also encouraged the progress of women in Coding.
This highly successful workshop was covered by the Asian Age and also found its
place in various technical websites.
Last but not the least; the CSI Student chapter also published the 6th volume of its
Magazine, “PROTOCOL”, which informed the readers about the upcoming gadgets and
technological advancements.

